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Origin of the Problem



Evolution of CPM



Evolution of CPM

1950’s

1960’s

1970’s

1980’s

1990’s

2000’s
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“… but what 
we meant to say …”

passage versus progress

Evolution of CPM



What can we do?
•

 
Maths of 50s watered down to 50s computers

•
 

PCs provide tools (but not skills) to the masses
•

 
More powerful PCs benefit glitz –

 
not maths

•
 

GUI and WYSIWYG i/o favors bar charting
•

 
Wizards further reduce need for skills

•
 

Where is the logic?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what can we do?  
The maths of the 50s were watered down to power of the 50s computers.  
Introduction of PCs provide tools (but not skills) to the masses.  
More powerful PCs benefit glitz – not maths – even if users understand that the CPM calculated completion date may not be truly accurate.  
Graphical User Interfaces and WYSIWYG Input/Output representations favor bar chart style scheduling rather than true CPM.  
Wizards further reduce the need for skills.  
In conclusion, has PDM and modern software thrown or proper use of logic – the baby – with the effort to keep the logic clean – the bath water?
As the article asks, “Where is the logic?”




In the early days of CPM, computing capability 
was at a premium. Rooting out inconsistencies in 
scheduling data had to be left completely to the 
planner. In practice, this meant deliberately 
limiting the use of the "flexibility" features. 
Today, the desktop computer I'm using to 
compose this letter has far more capability than 
the UNIVAC we used for our first CPM 
calculations. Thus, there is no reason why the 
computer cannot be programmed to tell me that 
my scheduling input is inconsistent and why.

The 14 point metric may 
assist assurance of a 
proper network  logic, 
but will not review the 
scheduling input for 
consistency or intelligence



Relationship Diagramming Method
• Five classes of new coding:
• The Event Code 
• The Duration Code 
• The Reason Why Code
• The Expanded Lead Lag Code
• The Relationship Code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basis of RDM is the addition or expansion of four classes of coding.  
An EVENT code structure.
A REASON/WHY code to allow the Scheduler to record – and computer software to act upon – the reason why a restraint exists.  To this must be added a restraint description field analogous to the activity description field.
An EXPANDED LEAD/LAG code to provide coding that better defines the restraints between two activities (and/or events) than the standard fare of FS, SS, FF and SF.  And,
A RELATIONSHIP code structure distinct from the restraint code.  
Full implementation will also require additional ACTIVITY codes that will be discussed.




Reason/Why Codes
• Record the reason why the restraint exists

– physical – how important – description 
– resource – crew/craft/equipment/forms/materials/etc.

SS 2 & FF 2
Excav 1000 
feet -

 

10 days
Stone 1000 
feet -

 

10 days
Pave 1000 
feet -

 

10 daysSS 2 & FF 2
P – 1st

 

/ last 50 feet P – 1st

 

/ last 50 feet Open Section 
of Highway

P –

 

Required

Pave Next 
Location

R – Move Machine
Type of restraint –

 

P=physical, R=resource

 

–

 

and reason for restraint and duration between activities

Check for:
• physical open ends
• duplicative resource logic
What if:
• add crews/equip/forms…?
• add falsework/relax code?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the software can run a diagnostic to determine if each activity has a physical predecessor and successor.  The diagnostic may also determine if the scheduler has accidentally sent a resource entering an activity out to more than one successor.  
Similarly, the recording of this data allows the scheduler to quickly determine the impact to the schedule of adding additional resources.  By requesting a schedule run which ignores all resource=formwork restraints, the scheduler may see how this limitation is driving the schedule.  Then by reviewing the resource histogram for formwork, the scheduler may better determine how to revise the resource=formwork restraints to maintain a higher yet sustainable maximum while supporting schedule deadlines.  Similarly, where the critical path must be expedited, a review of those restraints subject to relaxation by use of falsework, high early concrete or other workaround may be more easily performed.  



Reason/Why Codes
• Special reason why codes
• resource – leveling 

– must suppress (ignore) “R” reason coded restraints for same resource
– L coded restraints are deleted each time the leveling routine is run

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the flaws of leveling routines is that the resource restraints we have already entered as part of the scheduling process are not first deleted or otherwise marked to be ignored.  Thus where the “why” code of a resource “reason” is for the same resource to be leveled upon, the software can automatically ignore such restraints.  Furthermore, so that the scheduler may see what the leveling routine has done, the new logic restraints added by the leveling routine may be added and so annotated.  In this case, the “reason” will be “L” and the “why” will be the resource leveled upon.  If multiple leveling schemes are investigated (as will be discussed later in this presentation,) separate reason codes may be assigned to each priority scheme.  Obviously, only one of these, or the original resource logic, will be used during any one schedule calculation.  
Note that as the job progresses, the need to relevel each month will automatically delete and recalculate these “L” code restraints.



Reason/Why Codes
• Special reason why codes
• physical – just-in-time or subordinate support

– calculate latest dates to not delay early start of successor to restraint

Rig & Set

Procure Submit Approve Fabricate Deliver

Pour FdnRebar FdnForm FdnExcavateSurvey P P P P P

P P P P
J = Just-in-Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another special reason code is what I have designated as the “J” or “Junior Physical” code may bring to fruition the failed promise of the Free Float attribute.  The “why” for this “reason” may be “fabricate & deliver” or “notify inspector” or other activity required for supporting production.   
This is indeed something new under the sun.  The Free Float attribute is only provided to the last activity in a chain of activities that are meant to support the primary scope of the network logic.  So, if we want to know the last day on which we may procure a piece of equipment, we look to the early finish of the procure activity and add the number of days of free float calculated for the delivery activity.  Instead, if we designate the restraint from delivery to the “rig & set” activity, we can calculate a new set of attributes for those all those activities supporting the “rig & set” activity. 



Just-in-Time Date & Float Attribute

Legend – Top Line (Green) is Early Dates, Middle Line (Yellow) is Junior Dates, Bottom Line (Purple) is Late Dates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These new attributes include a Junior Late Start, Junior Late Finish and Junior Float.  The definition of Junior Late Start is the latest date that this activity MUST start so as to not delay the Early Start of the activity following the next “J” restraint in the logic network. 
As shown on the graphic, where the supported activity is upon the critical path, this will be equal to the Late Start.  However, where the supported activity is not upon the critical path, this will be somewhere between the Early Start and Late Start.  



Relationship Codes
• Restraint v Relationship Codes
• resource codes – user defined activity codes

• Calculation “on the fly?”
• conduit – cable – connections – energize 
• rig pump – pipe to pump – run wire to pump

• Highlight the Handoff
• mechanical to electrical subcontractor
• crew movement between job area locations
• is there a handoff or demob/remob duration?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In football, most fumbles occur not during a player running with the ball, but rather during a handoff.  How often has a scheduler wished for a routine that would highlight each instance where responsibility is passed from one subcontractor to another?  
But to truly understand this relationship, one must look further than the restraint between activities.  
RDM is all about the relationship between activities – and that includes knowing when these involve use of the same crew, use of the same craft but possibly a different crew, and handoffs between crews, between subcontractors and between responsible parties.  
RDM is about knowing when a resource is being shifted from one location on the site to another – along with the costs in time and money associated with this movement.  
An integral part of the RDM protocol is the ability to look at the codes associated with the restraint, but also to look into the activity or event codes at each end of the restraint, and use this information for purposes of calculation or merely for reporting.  



RDM is now in Primavera’s Pertmaster v8.2



Hailey Burton Cartwright 
Construction Company

v.
Macaw Casino Company

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based upon a presentation at the PMI College of Scheduling conference this past April



what’s new on the screen?
restraints have different colors
two late start/finish bars
reference to link category
reference to ignore link



Reason/Why Codes

Steel required before elev floor slabs



Relationship Codes



A           10 -

 

SiteG0 Notice to Proceed
B           1000 -

 

SiteG0 Mobilize
C           fs
D           No
LINKTYPE    0
LINKTITLE   10[fs]      1000
G
H
I
J
K
ACT                 10
SUC               1000
ACRTY
SCRTY
ALOC1       S
SLOC1       S
ALOC2       G0
SLOC2       G0

EDIT            ║<C:>║TRIAL07P               ║Rec: 1/1081

unknown craft – unknown reason/why

A           1115 -

 

WestGS

 

Erect, Bolt, Plumb Steel to Elev

 

77
B           1120 -

 

WestCL

 

Form/Pour Slab @ Casino Level
C           fs
D           No
LINKTYPE    1
LINKTITLE   1115[fs]      1120
G
H
I
J
K
ACT               1115
SUC               1120
ACRTY       IW
SCRTY       CP
ALOC1       W
SLOC1       W
ALOC2       GS
SLOC2       CL

EDIT            ║<C:>║TRIAL07P               ║Rec: 7/1081 

change craft – physical reason/why

A           1130 -

 

West10 Form/Pour Slab @ Elev

 

227
B           1300 -

 

West09 Form/Pour Slab
C           fs
D           No
LINKTYPE    3
LINKTITLE   1130[fs]      1300
G
H
I
J
K
ACT               1130
SUC               1300
ACRTY       CP
SCRTY       CP
ALOC1       W
SLOC1       W
ALOC2       10
SLOC2       09

EDIT            ║<C:>║TRIAL07P               ║Rec: 15/1081 

same crew – different floor

A           1110 -

 

WestGS

 

Form/Pour Footers
B           2110 -

 

EastGS

 

Form/Pour Footers
C           fs
D           No
LINKTYPE    4
LINKTITLE   1110[fs]      2110
G
H
I
J
K
ACT               1110
SUC               2110
ACRTY       CP
SCRTY       CP
ALOC1       W
SLOC1       E
ALOC2       GS
SLOC2       GS

EDIT            ║<C:>║TRIAL07P               ║Rec: 6/1081

same crew – different building

Relationship Codes



Who asked for RDM?



Who asked for RDM? –
 

You Did!!!

59
2



Just-in-Time Date & Float Attribute

As Early as Possible
As Late as Possible
w/o delay to Project

As Late as Possible
w/o delay to Production

Just
In

Time
LinkType



Q&A

fplotnick@fplotnick.com
215-885-3733

www.rdcpm.com
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